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The University of Exeter has made significant efforts to buy more food 
and drink from local suppliers

• The University has a range of sovereign 
strategies that reflect its’ position as an 
anchor organisation within the region. 

• 12 food service outlets and 
• 5 retail shops, 
• 3 catered halls, 
• Hospitality,  conferencing & events 

business
• Regular street food market

• Key supporter of Taste of the West





Responsible Sourcing

• A 20% reduction of meat content in meal 
production, supplementing with plant-based 
alternatives such as Quorn, soya and 
jackfruit

• Use of sustainable fish farmers
• Glass bottled water sourced from Devon 

rather than Wales
• Introduced a local fresh milk refilling station 

in our Market Place shop in the Forum
• All our hot drinks and sugar are Fairtrade 

certified
• UoE hosted circular economy event last year 

with local SMEs



• Retail Services team achieved a 2 star rating 
in the SRA Food Made Good Sustainability 
standard.

• The University however strives for 
continuous improvement, with the focus and 
direction that this audit provides

• There are clear areas to target that can be 
supported by the strong food & drink supply 
chain in the South West

Continuous Improvement



2020 – Challenges and Opportunities 

• The problem

• The reaction

• The strategy



Environment & Climate Emergency Targets

How will decisions on food procurement play a part in 
this, and how can the supply chain assist?

• Est. 15% of Scope 3 emissions from ‘Hospitality and 
Catering’

• Measurement and reporting of carbon data

• Moving towards environmental net gain or circular 
economy principles



Carbon Footprint

• Streamlining supplier orders to our Catered Halls has seen a 50% 
reduction in vehicle deliveries to campus.

• Less diesel truck visits to campus by reducing delivery days by 50%.
• With over 431 South West products on our supply list, the distance 

that our ingredients travel is minimal.
• By switching to electric vehicles for our delivered food service we 

have drastically reduced our emissions. 80 % of our vehicle fleet are 
now electric.

• Significantly reduced our food miles by moving from 40 to 10 direct 
suppliers.

• Waste cooking oil is collected and converted into bio fuel.



Do you believe that the Future Food Framework could reshape the future 
of public sector procurement and open up opportunities for more local 
small and medium sized producers / suppliers?

Assistance to reach new customer base:
• breaking supply volumes down
• remove barriers to large, complex tenders 

Buyers need guarantees of provenance: 
• effective risk management -allergens
• environmental audit



Expanding opportunities for SMEs



Please feel free to ask any 
questions in the chat function 

Thank you for listening

Peter Fletcher


